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Logging Operations
Logging and road building activities
have been ongoing since February
of 2020. Cutting permits 59B, 65,
and 57 have been completed for
a total estimated volume to date
of 45,000 m3. KVL is currently
operational on CP 56 conventional
logging in the North Beaver
and CP 66, helicopter logging.
The combined volume of both
permits is approx. 15,000 m3 of
which the Heli portion is 12,000
m3. Construction of all roads and
infrastructure such as staging sites,
refueling areas, and drop zones
have been completed on these
cutting permits.
Falling on the helicopter project is
70% complete, with the expected
arrival of the Kamov heavy lift
helicopter scheduled for midJuly. Wood quality is bucking
out as expected with significant
volumes of high grade/high value
spruce and cedar. The expected
completion of operations in the
North Beaver is around mid-August
when operations will concentrate
on road deactivation and post
logging obligations on completed
cutting permits. Meadow Creek
logging is expected to commence
in the fall when Longs logging and
quota at Skeena sawmills becomes
available.

Economic
Development and
Licence
Administration
Kalum Ventures, along with
Kitselas Forestry LP, Westland
and Longs Logging completed a
three-year log supply agreement
with Skeena Sawmills. This
agreement, retroactive to January,
has a two year option to renew
and will allow KVL to operate on
a sustained basis. Relationship
has been working well, with
KVL demonstrating good and
predictable profitability on log
sales.

Engineering

Approved cutting permits include
CP 64 Meadow (13,700 m3) CP 53
Block 1 Amesbury (2700 m3), CP
56 block 3 North Beaver (4,000 m3)
and CP 66 Heli Log (12,000 m3) Total
approved cutting permit volume –
32,400 m3
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KVL and Westland crews have
been engaged on engineering
and reconnaissance work. The
projections are to engineer and
submit permits for approximately
65k m3 in 2020 to meet the Skeena
Sawmills log supply agreement
obligations for 2021. Field
engineering is on track with approx.
45 k identified and under various
stages of permit development. This
work is ongoing.
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Markets
China export Log market pricing
had an increase in March to June
due to COVID effects on supply
out of Europe and New Zealand.
This has now changed as that
volume comes back into the market
with firm pricing commitments
from buyers becoming harder to
negotiate. KVL has a commitment
on pricing on Heli whitewood until
mid-August and had captured the
china market increase.
Pricing for most suppliers is below
the cost of production, with the
exception of KVL and KFLP due
to our log supply agreement with
Skeena.
Japan continues to provide good
pricing, specific to old growth
blocks and is limited to 5-10 % of
the timber profile.
Cedar prices have risen over the last
two quarters and have just recently
had an uptick of $10- $15 that KVL
will be able to take advantage of
in our agreement on Heli purchase
with North Pac. Gang and Shingle
pricing is at the $200 mark with
merch and oversize above $300/m3.
Pulp pricing had been consistent
until recently there has been a slide
to $ 40m3 with expectations to
drop off another $5.00/m3 in the
next month. The drop in price is
primarily related to round chip n
saw volume replacing pulp logs due
to the low pricing of chip n saw.
The government’s long awaited
review of provincial cost drivers that
are affecting the industry as a whole
stalled, due to focus on other issues
such as COVID. Although there is
no legitimate reason for the delay,
Kalum Ventures in partnership with
other licensees and the Northwest
Loggers Association continues to
press for fundamental cost changes
that affect our profitability.

Silviculture
KVL continues to remain current
with our silviculture obligations and
liabilities. The season is expected to
be busy with regeneration surveys,
brushing and weeding surveys, and
free to grow, these surveys will be
completed in the fall. For the 2020
planting season KVL completed the
planting of approximately 25k trees.
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Visit Kalum Venture’s O ffice at 14303
Highway 16 West in the Kitsumkalum
Economic Development Building.
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